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Pulse-Forming and Line-Broadening in AM Mode
Locking of the TEA-C02 Laser
W. J. WITTEMAN AND A. H. M. OLBERTZ

Abstract-The present paper describes AM mode locking for homogeneouslybroadenedsystems,aprocedureformeasuring
linewidths
underlaser conditions, and finally, experimentalresultsfora1-atm
C 0 2 laser.Working in thefrequencydomain,analytic
solutions are
givenforthepulsebandwidthandpulseshapeasa
function of frequencydetuning. We arriveat asimpleexpressionforthemaximum
positional shift of the mirror distance. It turns out that the linewidth
is inversely proportional to the maximum frequency shift and can be
obtained independent of the modulation parameters and time constant
of thepulse-signal detector. Applyingthisanalysis to an amplitudemodulated C 0 2 laser the pulsewidth and linewidth have been measured
as a function of gas composition and modulation depth. In contrast to
predictions deduced from absorption measurements under neutral conditions we find the striking result that under laser-discharge conditions
thelinewidthincreases and the pulsewidthdecreaseswithincreasing
helium percentage.

I. INTRODUCTION
T iswell known that for makingshort optical pulsesin
mode-locked laser systemsthebandwidth
of the transition is a very important parameter. It has been analyzed [ 11
and verified experimentally [ 2 ] -[4] that the pulsewidth in a
homogeneous laser is inversely proportional to the square root
of the available bandwidth instead of being inversely proportional to the bandwidth, as is sometimes assumed. The bandwidth, in its turn, in a high-pressure molecular system is supposed to increase linearly with the pressure due to the collisional broadening
of
the
individual vibrational-rotational
transitions.FortheCOz
00'1-10'0 transition, where adjacent lines are separated by about 50 GHz, the full width at
half intensity of theindividual lines isobserved to increase
under neutral conditions at a
rate of 5 GHz/atm [5] . From
this one predicts significant line overlap at pressuresofthe
order of 10 atm and a total available bandwidth over all rotational transition of 1OI2 Hz, so that be means of mode-lock
techniques, ultrashort pulses having a duration of about 60 ps
can be expected.
However, the main problem in predicting the pulsewidth is
the uncertainty of the effect of discharge parameters on the
broadening mechanism. So far, the contributions of the constituentsofthe
laser-gas mixture to thebroadeningmechanism havebeenstudiedonlybyabsorptionmeasurements
undernormalconditions.In
fact, since thebroadening depends on collision frequency and cross section, the measure-
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mentsmustbedoneunderthe
actual discharge conditions.
This, however, is not possible because during thedischarge the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom are described
by a different temperature than thevibrational degrees of freedom, so that the absorption-measurements do not determine
uniquely the linewidth.
Inapulsed
laserdischarge
the electrical energy will be
dumped to the gas molecules in the order of 1 ps. The instantaneous gas temperature may become above 600'C, whereas
the gas expansion in such a short time is negligible, so that the
instantaneouspressuremay be morethandoubled.
Further,
one may wonder howthe collision broadening is influenced by
the electrons.
Inthepresentpaper
weshall analyzethepulse-forming
mechanism for an AM-modulated homogeneously broadened
system and show that the actual linewidth under lasing conditions can be simply determined from the maximum frequency
detuning of the system. The maximum detuning turns out to
be independentofthemodulationparameterand
to be
inversely proportional t o the linewidth. The analysis has been
verified experimentally. The predicted frequency range for detuning has indeed been observed. Theresults show clearly that
thedependence
of maximumdetuningonthemodulator
parameter is small and that the frequency range can be sharply
determined.
Furthermoreithasbeen
observed thattheaddition
of
helium to an atmosphericmixture
increases thelinewidth
rather than decreases it
as expected from the smaller
crosssection of helium for broadening [6]. We found an excellent
agreement between the observed and calculated pulsewidthsas
a function of detuning and helium-percentage.
11. DERIVATION
OF THE BASICEQUATION
In the following we shall work in the frequency domain to
obtain an analytic solution for a stationary phase-locked, internally AM-modulated, laser system. A fruitful analysis is t o
start with the self-consistency equations of Lamb [7] , which
describe the effect of an arbitrary polarization upon the
electric fields. In the case of mode locking the polarizationincludes contributions of both theactive medium and the modulator. We shall follow the notations of McDuff and Harris [8]
to arrive at an equation for the complexfield amplitudes using
the axial modes as a basis set.
The modulator is an acoustooptic device to produce a periodic loss modulation. An acoustic transducer excites acoustic
waves, which are reflected at the end of a crystal, so that at
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acoustic resonance a standing wave is obtained. The standing
wavegives a periodic distortion of the optical beam. The
losses of such a modulator can be described by Ax”(z, t), a
quadrature componentof the susceptibility’

Ax”(z,t ) = Ax”(z) [ l t m cos w, t ],
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the maximum single-pass power loss of the modulator. Taking
into account that a << d we readily find from (7) and (8) that
at the position of the mode locker (z = d )
1
a, = - %CYa.

(9)

(1)

where a
, is the modulation-frequency which is twice the RF
signal frequency of the power oscillator driving the modulator.
(In aperfect
system, in which the incidentand reflected
acoustic waves have equal amplitudes, the constant m will be
equal to one.)
Inthe case where the modulator is located near the outcoupling mirror at z = d and its length a is much smaller than
the distance d between the mirrors we find the basic equation
for the electrical field:

111. STEADY-STATE
SOLUTION
FOR THE HOMOGENEOUSLY

BROADENEDLINE
In the following we look for an analytic solution of (2) for
the case in which we are dealing with a homogeneously broadened line. Due to the interactions of the radiation field with
the inverted medium, the gain profile changes over its full frequency range. It turns out,as we shall verify later on, that the
frequency width of the pulse is smallas compared with the
linewidth. This means that in the frequency region of interest
we may, to a very good approximation, expand the gain profile and the phase retardation of such a line profile to, respectively, the second-order and thefirst-order terms. Thus we
use
Gn = G o + n G 1
\kn

+--o-%
Gn L
ac

a,

ac

where Lo is the single-passpower loss;

nAw=Q,-w,
is the frequency difference between the empty-mode spacing
and the real-mode spacing;
(4)

is the phase retardation of the nth mode caused by the active
medium;

-t

in2G2

(10)

= J l o +n’k,.

(1 1)

In the case where the central frequency of the modes, Qo +
&, coincides with the line center of the profile, the term G1
will be zero, otherwise in the more general case the term turns
out to be small.
After substituting (10) and (1 1) into (2) it can be argued [ 9 ]
that as long as the term with a quadratic dependence on the
mode number takes over the linear terms, the electrical fieldamplitudes assume a Gaussian form.
A general Gaussian distribution for the modes is then given
by

En exp (i&)

= Eo exp

(-an2

+ ion),

(12)

where the constants a and 0 may be complex; i.e., a = al t ia2
and 6 = e 1 t i o 2 . From this we obtain

Gn = is the single-pass power gain of the nth modethroughthe
medium ;

or, =

1977

+la

Ax”(.) sin2 knz dz

and

En+l

exp ( @ n + l ) + E n - ’

.{exp (-2na - Q: + io) + exp (2na - a - io)}.

En+1 ~ X P
(Mn+l)+En-’

exp ( @ n - l ) = E n exp

+ a2 t 4n2a2 - o2 - 4 n a ~ i ) .

(14)

By comparing (2) and (14) and making use of (10) and (1 1)
we equate terms of the same order of n forthe real and
imaginary part. Then we obtain the following six equations:

2 - 2a1 t af - a: - e;
2a2

‘It is also possible to consider perfect modulation with a reduced index, i.e., Ax” = Ax”(z) m(1 + cos w, t ) and cavity losses with a modulation dependence by takingL = L o + aU(l - m).

(13)

The arguments of the expressions on the right hand side of
(13) are small, aswill be seen later on. Therefore we expand
the last expression up to second order. We obtain

X (2 - 2a

In the normal case that the absorption of the modulator has
negligible variation over the distance of one wavelength of the
optical beam one obtains from (6):

exp ( i @ n - ’ ) = E n exp (i&)

-

+e;

=( G ~
- L~ - au)/ma,

2d$+lPo
2al a2 +2e1 e 2 = -

(

c

)Im

(15)
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that the single-pass intensity gain for the nth mode with frequency ont 4 can be represented by
From the last two equations we conclude that a2 = 0 because
the right-hand side of (1 9) is always positive.
By solving (1 5)-(19) we shall substitute Aw, = A o - (e/
2 d ) \ k l . From the final result it will be clear that the ideal
mode-locking frequency is found for A o , = 0, so that A o , is
the frequency shift fromtlie ideal situation. We then find

where AWN is the linewidth in radians per second, G is the
single-pass intensity gain for radiation with frequency that coincides with the central frequency, and 6 is the frequency difference between the central frequency and central mode (n =
0), satisfying the condition
-

e l =-,E

o,/2

< 6 < wm/2.

(33)

If we now compare the expansion of (10) with (32) and use
the condition that AWN >> om,we find for the order terms

d Ao,
~(rncu,G,)'/~

(34)

Go " G ,

1
G1
e 2 =-a
2
(mc~,G,)'/~

G~ - L =

(3 5)

-+(~~rncu,)'/~
7
1
2

-

2d2

AoF

+--1 G:
G2

1
(25)
8
The pulse form can be obtained by summing the fields over
all modes. Thus the total field Etotis given by
t -G2 t 2ma, tor,.

Using the latter quantity and (9) we find from (31) that the
pulsewidth is

(37)
where

Making use of (1 2) we get

Etot= Eo exp {i(.Qot

4)t }

exp {-an2 t ion t ino,t}.
n

and

(27)
In order to calculate the radiation intensity we have to take
Etot *
Thesummation over the modes is straightforward.
For simplicity we increase the time by 0 /om.In other words
we substitute t ' = t t B 1 /omand omit the accent in the final
result. We then find

where

For small values of a1 and 02/2a1= G1/G2 it is found that
as thetime
between half-intensity points,is then given by

C is independent of t . Thepulsewidth,defined
T~

= 2(2a1 In 2)112 0;'.

v, = om/2n

(30)

By means of (22) this becomes

IV. LORENTZIAN LINEPROFILE
The pressure-broadened line profile of an atmospheric C 0 2
laser can be described by a Lorentzianline profile. This means

AVN= AWN/~T.
It is interesting to note that the pulsewidth as given by (37)
is, apartfrom thefactor m , the sameas found in [l] and
[ 111 , working in the time domain, where a short Gaussian optical pulse inside the resonator is assumedwiththe requirement that after a complete roundtrip through the resonator
the pulse-shapeis unchanged. It isseen that thepulsewidth
depends very poorly on the gain and the modulation-depth a,
of the modulator. Since a, is proportional to the square root
of the power of the RF signal, the pulsewidth is practically independent of the power applied
to the modulator. Further,
from the pulsewidth equation one might expect at first glance
thatthe pulsewidthdoes notdependonthedetuning
Aut
fromthe ideal situation. This, however, is not the case, becausethephase
losses obtainedbydetuningmustbecompensatedbyahigher
gain Go andhencethepulsewidth
increases with the detuning. This dependence on A o , turns out
to be very weak and the effect of detuning is much more a
decrease of pulse-powerthan an increase in pulsewidth.
The frequency bandwidth Avpulse of the light pulse is defined as the frequency between half-power points of the mode
spectrum. From (9), (12), (22), and (36) we find

Avpulse= (In 2)'12

( A V ~ V ~ ) ' ~ ~
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where Gg represents the small-signal gain. For small values of
a,(l - m ) the distance x
, decreases linearly with a,(l - m ) ,
so that the maximumpositional shift for the ideal mode locker
(m = 1) can easily be obtained by extrapolating the observation at small values of aU(l- m ) to those for zero modulation.
(3 9 )
It is seen from (43) that x, is independent of the cavity
length,andfor
weak modulation, also independentofthe
The typical case of our own experiments is v, = 80 MHz, the
modulation
depth.
For a practical C 0 2-!aser-system operation
linewidth is about 4 GHz, and ( 2 r n c ~ , / G ~ is
) ~about
/ ~ 0.5. We
at
1
atm
we
estimate
from (43) that x, will be a few centithen find
meters. This indeed has been observed and will be discussed
later on. This means that in order to obtain mode-locked laser
actions the tuning of the modelocker to thefrequency spacing
ofthe axial modes is not very critical andthe allowable
This means thatthe expansions used in (10) and(11)
do frequencyshiftbetweenmodelockerand
mode spacing
not deviate more than one percent from exactexpressions like increases with
For v, being equal to 80 MHz, the
maximum frequency difference is about one percent.
(32).
The gain of the laser as a function of the modulation param- Since the maximum allowable deviation between modulator
eters is given by (25). The detuning Am, can also be expressed and mode-spacing frequency is inversely proportional with the
in terms of the change x of the distance between the mirrors
linewidth,the requirements on technical specification with
from the position of maximum performance that corresponds respect to jitter and tuning accuracy of the whole system may
with maximum laser output or minimum gain. For small dis- become stringent. At a pressure of about 10 atm, where presplacements, i.e., x << d , we find
sure. broadening is overlapping the rotational frequency spacing, and the total linewidth will be of the order of 10l2 H z , it
is expected that themaximum allowable positional shift of the
mirror distance will be about 100 pm; and for a cavity of 2-m
length the frequency stability must be within a few kilohertz.
Substituting (9), (35), (36), and (40) into (25) we obtain
We shall now go back to-(IO) and (1 1) and justify the used
expansions. Therefore we shall compare Avpulse with AvN and
obtain from (38)

vk.

V. EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE
AND OBSERVATIONS
A schematic diagram of the laser system with mode locker
is shown in Fig. 1.TheTEA
laser employstwoidentical
Rogowski-shaped electrodes at a distance of 1.7 cm, trigger
wires, and a small concentration of the low-ionizationseed gas,
If a laser system operates at maximum performance, i.e., x = tri-n-propylamine [7] . The discharge length is 80 cm, and the
0, with modulation frequencyv, much smaller than AvN, it is discharge is fed from a two-stage Marx-generator with a total
readily seen that the first four terms on the right-hand side of capacitance of 0.02 pF and a charge voltage of 60 kV. The
(41) are negligible as compared with Go or L o . The last term cavity is formed by one total reflecting mirror with a radius of
disappears for an ideal mode locker with m = 1. Thus if the curvature of 5 m and a germanium flat with the outer surface
rad betweenthe
modulator is tuned at the proper frequency, the gain is mini- AR coated.There is a small angle of 2 .
two
surfaces
of
the
flat,
so
that
interference
effects
between
mum and equal to theminimum losses of the total system (cos
the
surfaces
are
absent.
o,t = - l), or
The mode locking occurs by means of active mode locking
Go (minimum) = Lo f aU(l - m).
(42) with an acoustooptic device to produce the required periodic
loss modulation.Themodulator
consists of a germanium
By detuning the system, i.e., x # 0, theadditional phase
crystal which was cut in such a way that the optical beam imlosses produced by the modulator have to be compensated by
pinged on the crystal at the Brewster angle. It was assured by
a higher gain. At maximum detuning of the oscillating system
outlining the system such that the refractedradiation inside
all losses including diaphragm and outcoupling losses are equal
to themaximum gain of the medium, Le., the small-signal gain. the cavity meetsthe phase grating atthe Braggangle. The
modulator was driven by the attached lithium niobate transIn the practical situation of a TEA-C02 laser with an active
ducer, which was connected with a tunable RF power oscillamedium of about I-m length, it still turns out that at maximum detuning the first, third, and fourth term on the right- tor. Theacoustic resonance frequency spacingof thetranshand side of (41) are only one or two percent of the second ducer was measured as 5.0 MHz and that of the germanium
term and therefore will be neglected. Thus, for the maximum crystal as 34 kHz with a resonance width of 12 k k . The longtermfrequencystability of the RF oscillator was within 10
positional shift x, of the mirror distance, we find from (41)
kHz. The modulation frequency at 40.028 MHz of the moduC
lator was therefore stabilized to within 10 kHz. In order to
x, =(Gg {Gg - L o - a,(l - m)})'/"
(431
suppress off-axial modes a diaphragm of 5-mm diameter was
~AVN
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the laser system with mode locker.

just behind the mode locker.
Although the above analyses have been done for steady-state
conditionsandtheexperiments
were doneunderpulseddischarge conditions, we notice thatthe characteristic discharge and inversion-duration time is of the order of microseconds, whereas the laser-buildup time is in the order of 10
ns. Further it can be deduced [ 111 that the number of roundtrips of a uniform field to reach the steady state for modelocked pulsesis on the order ofAvNIv,, which corresponds to
a buildup time on the order of 0.5
p s . Therefore we assume
that we can use the analysis here under quasi-stationary conditions. The observedpulse train consistedof about 20-25
pulses with a duration ofabout 250 ns. At maximum detuning
the train contained only a fewpulses. The pulses in the center
of the train were practically equal, and any variation in pulsewidth near the center couldnot be observed.
By detuning the laser system for fixed parameters of electrical input energy and modulation depth, the pulse form was alwayswell definedandthewidthmeasured
athalf-intensity
points wasobserved to changevery little. Only the pulseheight decreased remarkably with the frequency shift, but did
not decreasecontinuously to zero. At acertainfrequency
shift the mode locking and
oscillation disappeared abruptly.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the maximum positional shift x,
as a function of the modulation depth for various
gas compositions at 1-atm total pressure. From the figure we see that x,
depends only little on or,. It is also observed that x, decreases
with increasing helium percentage, which means
that according
to (43)thelinewidth increases withtheheliumpercentage.
It was observed that the points with positive and negative x,
values were located symmetrically within a few percent with
respect t o x = 0.
From the observation we can easily extrapolate to values of
x, for a, + 0, so that according to (43) the linewidth can be
obtainedindependentofthemodulationparameters.
The
small-signal gain G,* can be obtained from gain measurements
withalow-power
CW laser. We observed thatfor our discharge conditions the variation of GX with the helium concentration in the range of interest was more or less constant. For
a (2 :3 : 5) COz , N 2 , He mixture, the small-signal gain was 2.0
percent per centimeter,so that G,* = 1.6, about thesame as for
the (2 :3 :2 ) and (2 :3 : 10) mixtures. Using this value for GX
and calculating Lo = 0.60 fromtheoutcoupling
loss, diaphragm, and absorption through the modulator,
we deduced
by means of (43) the linewidth as a function of the helium
percentage. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.
Further we measured by means of hot
a hole detector having

a time constant of 200 ps the pulsewidth of a (2 :3 :2) C 0 2 ,
N2 , He laser mixture as a function of the frequency shift from
the ideal mode-locking frequency. The results are plotted in
Fig. 4 for three different values of au. The values of ol, were
obtained by first calibrating the crystal for various values of
the input energy and by observing the modulation of a CW
low-intensity C 0 2 laserbeampassing
throughthe
crystal
under the Bragg angle. The measurements show that the pulsewidth increases only little with the detuning, whichis in agreement with the predictions. Also thecalculated values T~ according to (37)and(41)
are plottedin Fig. 4for m = 1.
[Smaller values of m will not change T~ remarkably, as can be
seen from (3 7).]
Measurements of the pulsewidth as a function of the helium
percentage at 1 atm are shown in Fig. 5. It is clearly seen that
the pulsewidth indeed decreases with the helium percentage,
consistentwiththeobservation
thatthelinewidth increases
with the helium percentage. The measurements
in Fig. 5 are
comparedwiththecalculationsaccording
to (37) using the
linewidths indicated in Fig. 3 . It isseen from Figs. 4 and 5
thatthere isan excellentagreementbetweenthecalculated
and measured values for T ~ .

VI. DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
From the present work we can conclude that the analysis of
the mode mechanism describes the behavior of the
laser very
well. The simple expression for maximum positional shift of
themirrorshows
that this shiftdependsonlylittle
onthe
modulation depth and can be used directly for measuring the
actual linewidthunder
laser conditions.For
ideal mode
locking (m = 1) the maximum positional shift would be independent of themodulationparameter.Althoughlinewidth
measurementscan, in principle, alsobe donebymeansof
pulsewidth measurements, these types of measurementsare inaccurate because of the square-root dependence on the
linewidth, and furthermore, because of the uncertainty
of time
constantsofdetectoranddisplaysystems.Forthepresent
measurements these time constants are not important as long
as pulse forming can be observed.
Since the gain of a multiatmospheric gas mixture is not expected to be much larger than that of the atmospheric mixture, we can also conclude that the tuning of the mode locker
will become very critical atpressures where therotational
transitions are overlapping. This may be complicated by the
fact that the phase retardation, depending on the actual inversion, changes during’the buildup of the laser pulse, and hence
the proper modulation frequency may also be critical on the
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power of thepulses.
Fromtheobservedtuning
range andthe analysis we conclude that under laser conditions the linewidth increases with
the helium percentage. This is a striking result because under
neutral conditions the effect of helium is to decrease the linewidth. The question arises as to how this can be explained by
discharge and laser-interaction phenomena. During all experiments the dissipated electrical energy has been kept constant.
This means that due to the smaller heat capacity for helium,
the gas temperature increases withtheheliumpercentage.
This in turn will increase the collision frequency and hence
broadenthelinewidth.
However, estimationsshow that this
mechanism can only partly explain the observations.
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